Ablation dynamics in wire array Z-pinches under modifications on global magnetic field topology The dynamics of ablation streams and precursor plasma in cylindrical wire array Z-pinches under temporal variations of the global magnetic field topology is investigated through experiments and numerical simulations. The wire arrays in these experiments are modified by replacing a pair of consecutive wires with wires of a larger diameter. This modification leads to two separate effects, both of which impact the dynamics of the precursor plasma; firstly, current is unevenly distributed between the wires and secondly, the thicker wires take longer to fully ablate. The uneven distribution of current is evidenced in the experiments by the drift of the precursor off axis due to a variation in the global magnetic field topology which modifies the direction of the ablation streams tracking the precursor position. The variation of the global magnetic field due to the presence of thick wires is studied with three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations, showing that the global field changes from the expected toroidal field to a temporally variable topology after breakages appear in the thin wires. This leads to an observed acceleration of the precursor column towards the region closer to the thick wires and later, when thick wires also present breakages, it continues moving away from the original array position as a complicated and disperse object subject to MHD instabilities V C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Wire array Z-pinches are efficient and powerful X-ray sources. They are also used in a variety of research areas, such as inertial confinement fusion, laboratory astrophysics, radiation science, and high energy density studies among others. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] These arrays are composed of several fine metallic wires cylindrically arranged as load of a pulsed power driver, where fast rising electrical currents above 100's kA in 100's ns turn them into plasma and drive them according to the global Lorentz J Â B force. It is well known that the dynamics of wire array plasmas does not follow a shell-like implosion. Instead, it evolves through a gradual implosion of the low density coronal plasma produced from wire ablation that surrounds the solid wire core (known as core-corona structures). These wire cores remain at their initial position providing material to the coronal plasma, which is continuously driven away from the wires by the J Â B force acting on it. 7 The ablation dynamics in wire array z-pinches is dominated by the global magnetic field of the configuration, which is particular to its specific topology. In wire-based z-pinch plasmas (such as cylindrical, inverse, conical, or planar wire array configurations), the global magnetic field is the superposition of the local magnetic fields around each wire that composes the array. This global field, which "surrounds" the entire wire array, drives the ablated plasma perpendicular to it towards the region where this field is zero. [8] [9] [10] In cylindrical wire arrays with fixed wire material and wire diameter (referred to as "standard arrays" from now onwards), some interesting features have been reported as a consequence of the presence of the global field. In particular, once the ablation streams from the wires have developed, they present axial modulations with a typical wavelength dependent on the wire material (k $ 0.5 mm for Al, k $ 0.25 mm for W), which is a consequence of the global field topology that swept the coronal plasma accumulated in the vicinity of the wires away from them. 11, 12 Furthermore, it has been found that these streams can be narrowed by the field penetration within the array and its curvature close to each wire. 13 The ablation dynamics in wire arrays is not only important because of their influence on the implosion, as it determinates the x-ray emission from these configurations 1, 6, 14 but also is interesting object to study collisionality processes in dense magnetized supersonic plasma flows. These are relevant as comparable environments for astrophysical processes. [15] [16] [17] Due to the azimuthal symmetry imposed on standard arrays, the ablation flows from each wire radially converge toward the array axis, where plasma accumulates forming a precursor plasma column. Even after most of the wires have been fully ablated and during the implosion phase as well, the null field region (and consequently, the precursor) remains at the array axis. However, some standard array configurations have shown displacement of the precursor off the array axis and the effects of this displacement were studied mainly concerning how it affects the x-ray pulse at stagnation. In these cases, the displacement was achieved a) fveloso@fis.puc.cl 1070-664X/2015/22(7)/072509/6/$30.00
V C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC 22, 072509-1 unintentionally due to asymmetries on the current distribution within the array produced by modifications on the generator parameters, such as changes on the load return current path 18, 19 or asynchronous actuation of the different modules of the pulsed power device. 20 In this paper, the effects of non-axially symmetric temporal variations of the magnetic field topology on the ablation phase and on the ablation streams in wire arrays dynamics are investigated. By using different wire diameters of the same material within the array, the proportion of the total current flowing through each wire is modified due to the differences of the inductance presented by wires of differing diameters. This produces an uneven distribution of the current among different wires which results in the modification of the global magnetic field of the configuration from the azimuthally symmetric topology of the standard arrays. Moreover, at later times of the discharge other dynamic effects appear on the current distribution (and consequently, on plasma dynamics) principally due to the different characteristic times for full ablation of the wires. Hence at later times in the discharge, the dense cores of thinner wires present breakages earlier when compared to the thicker ones. This in turn causes changes in the value of the equivalent impedance of the wires and therefore, on the global field topology as well.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND IMAGING DIAGNOSTICS
The experiments were performed using the Llampudken generator, 21 which delivers a peak current of $350 kA in $350 ns as measured with an integrated Rogowski coil, as shown in Figure 1 (a). The wire arrays were mounted as loads for the generator with a length of 23 mm and an 8 mm diameter. The experiments used either tungsten or aluminium as the wire material on each array. The wires were equally spaced in an axisymmetrical cylindrical configuration similar to a standard array, but replacing a pair of consecutive wires with wires of a larger diameter in comparison to the rest. The wires had the same mass ratio, 1:6, in all the experiments, by using 10 lm and 25 lm diameter wires. The resistive effects produced by the use of different wire diameters in the load should be important before breakdown occurs along the wires. Since $1 kA/wire is needed for breakdown, the influence of different resistances should impact on the energy deposited on the solid wires mainly during the first $10 ns of the discharge, until the very low resistivity coronal plasma conducts the greater part of the current. 22, 23 In any case, the resolution of the electrical diagnostics is limited by the use of an integrator circuit for the Rogowski coil and the level of electrical noise at very early times. On the contrary, during most of discharge, it can be assumed that the load current is divided on the wires based on their self-inductance ratio considering them as parallel inductors for the load. Considering this, it is reasonable to estimate that the two thick wires each carry nearly 12% more current than each thin wire producing an uneven current distribution within the wire array. For the experiments described here, eight wires were used for tungsten arrays, whereas aluminum experiments used four wires. Schematic diagrams of the arrays are shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c). If these arrays were compared to standard arrays, they would represent a mass per unit length similar to eight wires of 15 lm each for W ($28 lg/m) and 10 wires of 12 lm each for Al ($3 lg/m). These values mean that the equivalent tungsten configuration would be overmassed, whereas the equivalent aluminium configuration would have an implosion time close to peak current. Hence, for the experiments described in this paper, it is expected to observe more significant effects of the variations of magnetic field topology in the aluminium configuration than that with tungsten arrays.
The plasma dynamics is diagnosed using side-on (i.e., perpendicular to the axis between electrodes) time-resolved laser probing and extreme ultraviolet (XUV) self-emission imaging. Laser shadowgraphy is performed using a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, 12 ps) and recorded using open-shutter DSLR cameras with interference filters at the laser wavelength. Pinhole XUV imaging of the plasma self-emission is achieved using two 2-frame micro-channel plate cameras (MCP) with $5 ns temporal resolution. Pinhole diameters of 100 lm are used without any filtering. These MCPs are positioned to observe thicker wires on the edge of the array. A rough diagram of the orientation of the arrays with respect to the diagnostics lines-of-sight is shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) . At the beginning of the discharge (200 ns), the results indicate that any differences of the global magnetic field in the configuration are minimal and almost undetectable in comparison to the standard cylindrical wire array configuration, i.e., the null magnetic field region should be located close to the array axis. This situation is observed in tungsten experiments as the plasma precursor appears very near the array axis, as shown in the shadowgraphy images of Figure  2(a) . The precursor appears hollow in this diagnostic at 200 ns and the later development of an m ¼ 1 magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instability suggests that current is flowing through it. It is also observed that the ablation streams from thinner wires can be seen extending toward to the array axis, which is not the case for thicker wires. It is important to emphasize that shadowgraphy is sensitive to variations on the density gradients, which means that the absence of ablation streams in the images coming from thick wires does not necessarily indicate there are no streams coming out from them. As a matter of fact, it is likely that these streams are indeed present, but they do not have large enough spatial variations in density to be observed with this probing technique. Figure 2 (a) also shows that plasma streams at later times (437 ns) do not appear to be directed towards the array axis. Instead, they seem to have a velocity component not directed radially, instead towards the thicker wires side of the array (as indicated by a red arrow). A plausible explanation for this effect is that ablation streams coming out from the wires are changing their direction from purely radial to that towards a region close to the thicker wires. Since at early times (200 ns), the precursor is formed on axis and the ablation streams are heading to it, and later (437 ns), the plasma ablates elsewhere, it can be concluded that the global magnetic field topology is changing in time, in accordance to the net J Â B force. In addition, the self-emission image shown in Figure 2(b) shows more emission from the zone close to thicker wires in comparison to the opposite side of the array, which can be an indicator of more light emitting sources at that region (i.e., more plasma). Therefore, these observations show that plasma is not only accumulating on axis but also an important fraction of it is accumulating in the region closer to thicker wires. Hence, the ablation streams from these wires are probably embedded in a diluted background of plasma which is not the case for the opposite side of the array. All of these results indicate that throughout the discharge, the current is being redistributed unevenly along different diameter wires, along the precursor plasma (as observed from the m ¼ 1 instability) and, possible, along the diluted background plasma as well.
The orientation of the array with respect to the imaging XUV diagnostics also allows recording the backlighting of the wire cores by the self-emission from the plasma, resulting in wire core diameters of $0.2-0.25 mm for a thick wire and $0.1-0.15 mm for a thin wire (blue arrows in Fig. 2(b) ). Unfortunately, higher resolution images are required to measure the core sizes in more detail. This could be achieved by using an X-pinch backlighting source instead. Nevertheless, it is clear that the proportion of wire core sizes remains similar to the original wire diameter throughout the discharge. If different wires expand in the same proportion, this indicates that ablation rates are not strongly affected by the $12% difference on current flowing through thick and thin wires.
B. Aluminium wire array experiments
In contrast to tungsten experiments, the aluminium arrays have a mass per unit length comparable to the optimal for reaching imploding conditions on the Llampudken generator and they use only four wires instead of eight. Even though the differences on the number of wires within the array could modify the narrowing of the ablation streams, 13 experiments using four wires in standard wire array configurations have shown similar imploding dynamics to those performed using eight (or more) wires in standard arrays. 24 As a result, the effects of reducing the number of wires do not affect the ablation dynamics as importantly as using different wire diameters within the array. Therefore, the effects of using the appropriate mass per unit length for the generator should produce much more evident differences on the plasma dynamics due to the magnetic field topology variations than the overmassed experiments. As observed from laser probing results in Figure 3(a) , from early times in the discharge ($200 ns), the plasma ablated from the wires accumulates near the symmetry axis, but slightly shifted towards the side of the thicker wires (almost hidden by a thick wire). Similar to the tungsten experiments, the precursor plasma also exhibits what appears to be m ¼ 1 instabilities from early times. These instabilities on the precursor are either developed earlier in time or they have a faster growth rate when compared to previously reported standard array experiments driven at the Llampudken generator and using similar mass per unit length in the load. 25 This comparison indicates that even though both configurations are cylindrical arrays with similar mass in the load, the current distributes 
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Reuse of AIP Publishing content is subject to the terms at: https://publishing.aip.org/authors/rights-and-permissions. Downloaded to IP: 155.198.208.189 On: Thu, 04 Feb differently amongst both the wires and the precursor due to the modified current distribution imposed from early times in the discharge by the variation in the impedance of the load wires within the array. Figure 3 (a) shows wire breakage on the thinner wires occurs at $250 ns and the plasma being swept away from the wires towards a "diffuse" precursor plasma shifted to the position of the thicker wires of the array. At this time, the precursor and the remaining thicker wires should carry most of the current since they provide a continuous path between cathode and anode. Since the precursor does not have a solid core or a fixed position in space, it gains momentum directed towards the gap produced in the inter-wires space increasing its mass from the ablation of the remaining thicker wires. These effects cause the precursor plasma to move outside the region delimited by the positions of the wires in the array as shown in the XUV images of Figure 3 (b). From these results, a characteristic velocity of the precursor column can be estimated. The precursor is observed to move from the axis to the array boundary during the time interval of $190 ns to 366 ns, from which the average plasma velocity can be estimated as $3 Â 10 4 m/s. This value is similar to measurements done using tungsten wires in a 16 mm configuration previously reported in Ref. 26 . It is worthwhile mentioning that this characteristic velocity is not necessarily uniform along the precursor due to the development of instabilities (MHD or others) along the plasma column.
C. Numerical simulations
The variation of the magnetic field topology may be studied by simulating the experiments using the 3D resistive magnetohydrodynamics code GORGON. 27 This code has proved to be a robust and accurate tool for Z-pinch modelling. A central portion of the each array of 7 mm height has been simulated using a Cartesian grid with a spatial resolution of 30 lm on each dimension. Figure 4 shows 2D maps of mass density in two different planes: in the x-z plane that passes through diametrically opposed wires in the array, and in the x-y plane similar to the end-on probing diagram shown in Figure 1 . The x-y maps are taken after averaging the 3D simulations along the z-axis. In addition, isocontours of the magnetic field are also included. In both cases (Al and W), the simulations describe some of the features discussed previously regarding the variations on the field topology due to different wire sizes within the array. It can be observed that the local field lines around the thicker wires enclose a slightly larger area than those enclosing the thinner wires, even before the appearance of breaks in the thinner wires. This is caused by the higher proportion of the current flowing through them, as expected from the differences in selfinductances previously discussed. As a result, the global field inside the array does not have the cylindrical symmetry expected from a standard array configuration, which affects the dynamics of the plasma accumulating in the precursor as well. The plasma ablated from the wires does not necessarily stagnate on axis, but spreads over the inner region of the array closer to the thicker wires. This situation has been experimentally observed in the backlighting of the wire cores observed in only the side closer to thick wires of the array discussed for tungsten arrays.
Even though the ablation streams and precursor dynamics are affected from early times in the discharge compared to standard arrays, the most significant effects are produced when thinner wires present breakages along their length. This occurs at $220-230 ns for Al arrays, and at $440-450 ns for W. These discontinuities produced by the appearance of breakages in thinner wires increase their equivalent impedance as compared to the rest of the array causing significant modifications in the current distribution which are clearly observed in the isocontours of the magnetic field. When the thinner wires have been mostly ablated, the global field outside of the array modifies its shape surrounding both the thicker wires and the precursor plasma. In the tungsten configuration, the thick wires do not present discontinuities on their cores throughout the discharge, probably due to the excess of mass in the load. In this case, the plasma disperses mostly in the quadrant where thick wires are located and the higher density region of the precursor is no longer at the array axis but slightly shifted towards the thick wires position. The ablation streams also show a perceptible angular displacement from a purely radial implosion to coincide with the precursor in its new position. From the magnetic field isocontours, it can also be observed that the disperse precursor carries a fraction of the total current similar to the remaining wires. On the other hand, the mass of the 
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Reuse of AIP Publishing content is subject to the terms at: https://publishing.aip.org/authors/rights-and-permissions. load in the aluminium configuration is considerably lower than the tungsten case and the effects of using different wire diameters within the array are more substantial. For example, when discontinuities appear in the thin wires at $220-230 ns, the current is still increasing and the precursor displaces its position toward the inter-wire gap between the thicker wires. At later times, the ablated plasma from the wires modifies its direction from purely radially imploding streams to a trajectory that follows the precursor position which is, in turn, gaining momentum towards the midpoint of the plane defined by thick wires. This is in agreement with the experimental observations. At later times (t > 320 ns), the field topology is similar to a planar wire array and breakages also appear in the thick wires. In these circumstances, the current is mostly flowing through an unstructured precursor which is already moving in the direction normal to the plane towards the outside of the original array diameter.
IV. FINAL REMARKS
Experiments have been performed in which a standard cylindrical wire array z-pinch is modified by introducing two consecutive thicker wires of the same material, with the aim of studying their effect on the ablation dynamics, precursor formation, and variation of the global magnetic field. All these factors should in principle affect the implosion of the array and the x-ray yield in higher current machines. The temporal variation of the magnetic field topology produces considerable variations in the plasma dynamics, as observed in both experiments and simulations. The ablation streams from the wires change their direction during the discharge and the precursor plasma moves towards the region where the thick wires are located. When the mass per unit length of the load is not as high as an overmassed configuration, the precursor displaces significantly from the array axis and it moves toward the inter-wire gap of thicker wires and beyond with a characteristic velocity of $3 Â 10 4 m/s. In addition, previous experiments with standard aluminium arrays performed in the Llampudken generator using a similar mass per unit length as that of the aluminium experiments reported here, the precursor temperature has been estimated in the range 30-50 eV. 24 However, in the experiments where the magnetic field topology changes in time, the precursor plasma is not stationary on axis, hence it is expected to have a temperature closer to the minimum estimation. Assuming a 
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Reuse of AIP Publishing content is subject to the terms at: https://publishing.aip.org/authors/rights-and-permissions. ) and the magnetic Reynolds number is Re m $ 1.5. This indicates that the movement of the plasma is more likely to produce turbulences and that both magnetic diffusion and advection are similarly important on the global magnetic field dynamics with characteristic timescales (L/v) on the order of $30 ns. The temporal variation of the magnetic field might also induce the triggering of magnetic reconnections within the plasma, but in the present situation, it is not possible to either confirm or discard this possibility. Magnetic probing techniques (such as Faraday rotation) or fast particle detection could help to clarify this issue, but these measurements are beyond the scope of this paper. The study of the ablation dynamics under temporally variable magnetic field topologies can also be used as diagnostic tool for unexpected current distributions and it opens the possibility to study current carrying plasma outflows from cylindrical arrays where different regimes can be studied. Particle emission potentially produced by the changes in field topology, together with precursor dynamics out of the array and its possible interaction with obstacles will be subjects for future studies.
